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SharedShared
Success

An inclusive  
workforce is a  

strong workforce.



A MESSAGE  
FROM OUR CEO 
Meeting marketplace demands with  
high expectations and a commitment  
to shared success

Skills Inc. is a laboratory for workplace inclusion. As a social enterprise, 
we have the benefit of being both a thriving business and a mission-based 
organization. We are a large aerospace parts supplier—and a demonstration 
site for a culture based on shared success.

At the core of our social enterprise is a fundamental belief in people. The 
600+ employees at Skills Inc., when given encouragement and proper 
support, want to strive toward reaching their potential. Our workplace culture 
is structured to attract individuals who seek this type of workplace. When 
employees embrace inclusion—a special form of teamwork is created and the 
result is a shared-success workplace where everyone’s performance rises. 
The focus is on co-workers helping one another to achieve excellence.

Inclusion is a competitive advantage at Skills Inc. From an operational 
perspective, we leverage this mindset to drive critical parts of our business.  
Our industrial accident ratio is below industry norms because co-workers  
are working together to identify hazards and prevent workplace injuries.   
Our quality levels are top tier because our process improvement efforts 
are centered on respect for people and root cause analysis, not blaming 
individuals.  

More recently, we are using inclusion to drive our Wellness activities. Health is 
a personal journey we all are interested in. Getting support from one another 
is changing lives at Skills Inc. and helping to lower medical insurance costs. 
Employees who come to work well rested, feeling physically and mentally 
strong, have more energy. As a result, our employees are more able to work 
to their full potential.

Thank you for taking time to read some or all of our 2018 annual report.  

— TODD DUNNINGTON, SKILLS INC. CEO

2018 SKILLS INC.  
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Our Board consists of a dedicated 
group of community volunteers 
whose leadership and passion for 
our business and mission play a 
critical role in Skills Inc.’s success. 

•  Mark Fredericks, Chairman

•  Doug Carroll

•  John Dacy

•  Barbara Hadley

•  Sally Harter Pride

•  Laura Hopkins

•  Rachel Jennison

•  John Morse

•  Mac Park

•  Jenn Ramirez Robson

•  Blair Rasmussen

•  Matt Willkens
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OUR COMPANY MODEL

BUSINESS WITH  
A SOCIAL MISSION
Skills Inc. is a self-supporting, nonprofit social enterprise that employs people 
with and without disabilities throughout four lines of business—aerospace 
manufacturing, aerospace finishing, technical services, and business 
solutions. Our world-class, competitively priced products and services  
exceed customers’ requirements for rigorous standards and excellence.

One Mission 

Through responsible management and solid corporate 

partnerships, we create and maintain a stable, rewarding 

place of work, where persons with disabilities can 

contribute their skills.

Two Bottom Lines 

FINANCIAL: Skills Inc. competes in an open market and receives no 
government subsidies. Grants and gifts from our generous community help  
to provide training and employment opportunities for people with disabilities.

SOCIAL: We train, employ, and serve people with disabilities by providing 
jobs, vocational programs and services that offer life-changing opportunities 
to thrive at work.

Three Ways We  
Accomplish Our Mission 
EMPLOYING PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES, who comprise 60 percent  
of our workforce and excel in each of our lines of business.

OFFERING VALUABLE EMPLOYMENT PROGRAMS AND SERVICES, 

including work-readiness assessments, training, mentoring, job placements 
and more.

SERVING AS A ROLE MODEL AND RESOURCE TO THE COMMUNITY, 
encouraging all employers to embrace diversity and a culture of inclusion 
where all people can thrive.

SKILLS INC. 2018 REVENUE

 Manufacturing ($32.90m)

 Finish ($22.01m)

 Technical Services ($1.00m)

 Other ($1.12m)

     TOTAL: $57.03 MILLION

38%

2%

SKILLS INC. 2018 EXPENSES

 Salaries & Wages ($28.11m)

 Materials & Supplies ($13.68m)

 Benefits ($4.24m)

 Payroll Taxes ($2.55m)

 Utilities & Waste Disposal ($1.49m)

 Other ($5.75m)

     TOTAL: $55.82 MILLION

2%

24%

8%

10%
5%

3%

2018 DISABILITY DIVERSITY

 Physical/Medical (171)

 Developmental/Learning (150)

 Emotional/Mental Health (147)

 Deaf/Hard of Hearing (56)

 Blind/Low Vision (14)

 Other/Not Specified (48)

29%

26%
25%

10%

2%
8%

58%
50%
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OUR TEAM

WE ARE...
daughters, sisters, mothers,
sons, brothers, fathers...

painters, machinists, engineers, 
programmers, packagers, drivers, 
technicians, inspectors...
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...and 60% of our  
workforce has a disability.

INCLUSION MAKES  
US STRONGER
At Skills Inc., we are breaking stereotypes and preconceived ideas of what 
an aerospace company should look like. We celebrate our differences and 
encourage employees to think outside the box when solving problems.

As a result of our inclusive workplace:
•  We excel at process improvement activities that center on error proofing and  
    root cause analysis, not blaming people.

•  We have a lower number of industrial accidents.

•  Employee engagement in wellness activities leads to early detection of disease,  
    lower stress, and higher productivity.
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“Skills is a better 
company because 
of our inclusion.”

—LARISSA BRANDENBURG, 

DEPARTMENT MANAGER
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AEROSPACE  
MANUFACTURING
Skills Inc. is a world-class supplier of machined and sheet metal parts for 
the aerospace industry, for both commercial and defense supply chains. Our 
broad range of capabilities, along with our knowledgeable staff and high-quality 
standards, gives our largest line of business a competitive edge. We fabricate 
and machine complex parts and deliver single components to complex 
aerostructure assemblies.

Cutting-edge 
and growing range  
of capabilities

•  Machining 

•  Programming 

•  Sheet metal fabrication 

•  Assembly 

•  Titanium hot forming

Overcoming obstacles,  
honing new skills, sharing knowledge
After moving here from the Marshall Islands, BENARD JOHN had a hard time in school. It  
was his freshman year and he didn’t speak much English. “It was a struggle,” he says. “I got 
into a lot of trouble.” So, Benard enrolled in the Washington Youth Academy—a military school 
which focuses on self-discipline, personal responsibility and positive motivation—and began  
to flourish.

He’s flourished at Skills Inc. too, where he’s worked for the past five years, most recently as a 
CNC (Computerized Numerical Control) machinist at Plant 2. In fact, he does his job so well, 
he’s become a go-to trainer for new hires.

“I like training people,” he said. “I like to share my knowledge.”

Benard beams a proud smile when he talks about the progress a young coworker with autism 
made with his help. “He used to finish one job, maybe two jobs, every day. Yesterday, he 
finished three jobs, and today, we’re working on four.”

Benard recently went back to school, earning the final credit he needed to get his high school 
diploma. He did it for his four-year-old daughter.

“The word responsible—it was never on my mind before,” Benard says. “But I’ve got people at 
work who look up to me. And I’ve got my daughter. I really like what I do. It makes me reliable.”
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Making the move from 
military to manufacturing
ROBBIE MCELROY comes from a long line of military 
veterans. When he enlisted in the Army, he envisioned 
staying in the service for at least 20 years. His military 
career had barely begun, when he wound up getting 
injured and medically discharged. 

“At first, I was pretty scared,” Robbie says. “I didn’t 
know what I was going to do.”

Then his fear gave way to hopeful confidence when 
he learned about a new pilot military-to-manufacturing 
program offered through our partnership with the Center 
for Advanced Manufacturing Puget Sound (CAMPS).

Though Robbie had never considered a job in the 
aerospace industry, touring our manufacturing division 
felt like the door to a new career opening right in front of 
him. At Skills Inc., he’d get to develop a whole new set 
of in-demand skills, drawing on expertise and principles 
he mastered in the military. 

“It was the perfect fit. All the stars were aligning,” 
Robbie says.

Robbie appreciates how seamlessly Skills provides 
accommodations for disabilities, such as the rest breaks 
and seating he needs because he’s not able to stand 
for long periods of time. A foot fracture he suffered while 
deployed in Kuwait never fully healed after surgery.

Robbie is the first veteran hired through our 
pilot program with CAMPS. He started out as a 
manufacturing engineer aid, working on production 
planning. Now he works in production control, making 
sure all work orders accurately reflect any revisions 
made as parts move through the manufacturing 
process. He’s eager to help us recruit and train more 
veterans.

“I’d love to help people realize, ‘Hey, I was in your 
position once. You can do this.’”

“Skills and CAMPS worked  

hand-in-hand with the military 

to help me transition out.”

—ROBBIE MCELROY

VETERANS 
PROGRAM
In 2018, in partnership with the Center for Advanced Manufacturing 
Puget Sound (CAMPS) and Joint Base Lewis-McChord, Skills Inc. 
launched our new pilot program for service members transitioning 
out of the military. The 10 week internship provides broad exposure 
to Modern Production Systems, with a strong emphasis on front-
end processes. 

Skills Inc. was also honored to receive CAMPS’ 2018 Community 
Impact Award for developing and launching this new program.
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AEROSPACE FINISHING
Skills Inc. is one of the largest aerospace aluminum finishers in Washington 
State, second only to Boeing. Our multiple processing lines, continued 
capital investment and expanded staffing allow us to provide a diverse 
range of quality finish services with outstanding turn times.

Our multiple finish 
capabilities include: 

•  Chemical Processing 

•  Paint Application 

•  Liquid Penetrant Inspection 

•  Shot Peen

Laying the foundation 
of our new finish lines
In 2018, we took a major step forward in the 
consolidation of our aerospace finish operations, 
breaking ground on the largest construction 
project in Skills Inc. history. Crews made steady 
progress on two chemical processing lines. 

Meeting in-demand finishing 
needs with in-house innovation
In 2018, we designed and built a one-of-a-kind conveyor system 
to improve the process we use to apply Sol-Gel, a thin, scratch-
resistant, anti-corrosion coating that is environmentally friendly. 

Each part, suspended on a carousel with custom-built spring 
clips—also manufactured in-house on a 3D printer—then goes 
through an oven set to an exact temperature, moving at a 
precise speed. Like many of the improvements we make from 
year to year, this new system is more accurate, efficient, and 
cost-effective.
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VOCATIONAL SERVICES
We offer a wide range of employment supports to people with disabilities through our Vocational Services Program, including 
work-readiness assessments, internships, job placement and job coaching. Washington State’s Division of Vocational 
Rehabilitation or another agency refers a job seeker to us. The person then begins a process of self-discovery and career 
exploration, working with us to identify their strengths, skills and interests. We help them gain a deeper understanding of their 
abilities and how to market themselves to employers. Some get jobs at Skills Inc. Others find work in the community with 
employers interested in promoting a more diverse and inclusive work environment.

Finding the right job fit,  
and thriving because of it

CHEYANNE PERDUE was doing such an impressive job 
throughout her work-readiness assessment at Skills Inc., 
a supervisor in the masking department took notice and 
encouraged her Vocational Services job coach to have her 
apply for a weekend shift position.

“She was focused. She was completing parts quickly. It 
was clear she was determined to be successful,” says 
Production Shop Manager Ernest Davis.

Cheyanne was homeless at the time, struggling to find a 
job as she wrestled with pain and other health issues. She 
gained permanent housing soon after we hired her, and she 
has thrived ever since.

Masking suits her well on many levels, providing ample 
opportunities for the occasional breaks she needs 
from sitting or standing—neither of which she can do for 
long periods of time. Her health has improved, thanks to 
regular visits to the doctor.

Cheyanne loves her job. Her affinity for painting and drawing 
come in handy with the detail-oriented and steady-handed 
work she does as a masker. She’s a team player who 
motivates others.

“Whatever I do, I give 100% plus,” she says.

Before she came to Skills Inc., Cheyanne was feeling so 
discouraged, she wondered if she’d ever work again. Now, 
two years later, she looks forward to work every day and 
hopes to stay here for the rest of her career.

 “This place has been a blessing.”
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AEROSPACE INTERNSHIP  
PROGRAM (AIP)
Students with disabilities in South King County and Pierce County have the 
chance to gain practical work experience in aerospace manufacturing and finishing 
while earning credit toward their high school diplomas. Our AIP students receive 
comprehensive training, an introduction to the aerospace industry, mentoring and 
personalized instruction. They develop valuable life skills—like punctuality, working 
with peers, following directions, and being a reliable team member. They also have 
an opportunity to earn a National Work Readiness Certificate.

Meeting the needs 
of tomorrow’s 
aerospace workforce 

The number of AIP students 

served in the 2018-19 school 

year, with 41 students 

graduating—grew 40% from  

the previous year. 

Seeing promise, harnessing potential, 
promoting young talent 
One day during his summer internship, CAMDEN SCHMECK got pulled into a supervisor’s 
office. Like a flashback to high school, he thought he was about to get an earful about some 
trouble he’d caused. Imagine his surprise when the meeting turned out to be a job offer. The 
AIP graduate would soon start working full-time in the cargo panel work cell.

Camden had fallen far behind in school his senior year, it didn’t look like he’d be able to 
graduate on time. He’d grown so discouraged, he felt like giving up, figuring he’d turn his 
hobby into a career and become an auto mechanic.

But after a month or so at Skills, he was hooked. The combination of hands-on work, 
patient instruction, and support from mentors made him feel valued.

“He’s an amazing young man,” says AIP Manager Iveta Lis. “We told him, ‘We’re here to 
support you. We’re here to give you the answers to the questions you might have. We’re 
here to do whatever it takes for you to be successful.”

Working every night after school on a laptop loaned from Skills Inc., Camden completed 
nearly a year’s worth of school work in three months and graduated on time. Less than a  
year after we hired him, Camden moved up to become a second-shift lead.
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Mentoring to abilities, building confidence, showing the way
One of the secrets to SHANE HASSMAN’s success as a mentor 
to the high schoolers in our Aerospace Internship Program is that 
many of them think he’s just a few years older than they are.

“I’ll be 36 this year, and all the kids think I’m still in my 20s,”  
he laughs.

It’s more than that, of course. He lays out clear expectations 
and gives them straightforward feedback when there’s room 
for improvement. He uses the same approach with everyone, of 
any age, with or without disabilities.

Shane has a knack for helping colleagues work through 
frustrations in creative ways. 

One time, when a coworker was flustered, Shane approached 
him and said, “Hey, man. Remember this morning, when you 
were calm and collected, like this?” showing him a solved Rubix 
cube, each side all one color, which he then quickly jumbled up.

“Now you’re kind of like this—all messed up, and you don’t 
know what’s going on,” Shane continued, working on the Rubix 
cube as he talked. “You’ve got to take a step back, breathe for a 
minute,” then he showed him the once-again-solved Rubix cube.

“That blew his mind,” Shane recalls—enough so the coworker 
admitted he’d been afraid to ask for help.

Mentors like Shane help our AIP students and every employee 
they work with to realize that asking for help and asking 
questions is a crucial component of success—individually, 
as teams, and as an organization.

“I let them know their concerns and 
issues are valid. ‘If it’s important to  

you, it’s important to me.’”

—SHANE HASSMAN
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BUSINESS 
SOLUTIONS
Our experienced, readily available and efficient Business 
Solutions employees meet expedited deadlines for 
customer outsourcing high-volume projects like product 
packaging, labeling, collating, kit assembly, and shrink 
wrapping. Delivering scalable, cost-effective, quick-turn 
solutions for companies that need to outsource work. 

TECHNICAL 
SERVICES
Skills Technical Services delivers first-class staffing 
solutions to tech companies, using a customer-centric 
approach and standardized best practices. Our recruiters 
have advanced expertise in matching software developers, 
hardware test engineers, tech program managers, and 
others in hard-to-fill roles.

With every disability, 
there is always  

an ability.
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CUSTOMIZED 
EMPLOYMENT 

PROGRAM

Our Customized Employment Program (CEP) meets the needs of 
our employees who can only work part-time due to their disability. 
It is a great fit for those who are entering the workplace for the first 
time, re-entering the workforce or who may face significant barriers to 
employment.

CEP employees are integrated throughout the organization, across 
multiple locations and departments, and excel in various roles, from 
janitorial and administrative to quality-assurance and production. 

Setting high standards, 
meeting customers’ 
needs

TAHA MAHAMMED has worked diligently to hone his 
skills as a bolt board technician, and share his expertise 
with others on the team. With patience, an eye for 
detail, and a tool that’s customized just for him, he 
meticulously measures and places thousands of bolts a 
day in to customer-owned templates.

His easygoing attitude and keen attention to detail 
makes him an excellent trainer for new employees. 
He starts by methodically walking through every step 
of the process, stressing the importance of precise 
measurements. Once a job is complete, he checks it 
two times, sometimes three. 

“Taha does a great job. His error rates are extremely 
low. He’s a great help to our team,” says Dmitriy 
Mandelman, Taha’s supervisor.

Taha enjoys his job. He likes training others, the 
friendships he’s made with colleagues who are deaf, like 
he is, and that he can count on his coworkers to help 
him continuously improve.

“Our team is really strong. We support each other,” 
Taha says through a sign language interpreter. 

Believe it or not, Taha also enjoys his commute from 
Everett to Seattle, which he makes in a jet black Mazda 
3 Sport—a gift his parents gave him after he started 
working at Skills Inc.

“They’re very proud of me,” Taha beams.
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COMMUNITY IMPACT
Our mission and shared success extends far 
beyond the walls of our facilities. 

We want every employer to embrace a culture of diversity and inclusion that focuses 
on the unique abilities and strengths that each person brings to a workplace.

We collaborate with a growing number of community partners, including Fred Meyer, 
Walgreens and Amazon, that work with our vocational services staff to hire persons 
with disabilities.

When AMBER FLICKINGER first started applying for jobs, she’d often give up before she 
finished filling out the application. She had little experience besides dishwashing and some 
work at an animal shelter. Learning disabilities made it hard for her to read or do math, to 
learn or remember.

She needed someone to believe in her potential. That came easily to Katelin Glynn, her 
job developer on our Vocational Services team. She helped Amber create a résumé from 
scratch, do mock job interviews, and helped her get hired at a local restaurant. Katelin 
advocated for accommodations that gave Amber more training time to master skills like 
working the cash register and drive-thru window. 

“After seeing her get the job and work for a very short period of time, I saw her 
confidence grow and grow,” Katelin said. “She didn’t think she could do this before.  
It’s like a light came on.”

When Amber was ready for a change of pace and a new work environment, Katelin 
introduced her to the owner of an organic café in Snohomish, who hired her on the spot. 
She started out as a dishwasher, and it didn’t take long for her boss to notice her knack for 
customer service and that she is a great team player.

“She loves to learn. She’s very kind and receptive,” says Anne Dottai, owner of Grilla Bites. 

Amber loves her job. “It’s awesome that I’m working. It’s going to help me lots of ways, so  
I can find even better jobs in the future.”

Potential is powerful 

1 IN 5 
AMERICAN ADULTS 
HAVE A DISABILITY

80% 
OF DISABILITIES 

ARE NON-APPARENT 
OR "HIDDEN"

ON AVERAGE, MOST 
ACCOMMODATIONS

cost nothing 
OR LESS THAN $500

In 2018, 35 Vocational  

Services clients successfully 
found employment, at Skills Inc. 

and in the community.
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NEW COMMUNITY EVENT

5K FOR ABILITIES
Moving disability employment forward

This year, in partnership with the City of Auburn, Skills Inc. launched 
our annual 5K for Abilities event to increase disability awareness, build 
relationships, and celebrate people of all abilities. We were honored to 
have so many community members and partners show their support.

Promoting organizations 
that help serve the 

57 million  
people with disabilities 

in this country.
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2018 DonorsDonors
Our annual events help raise funds for programs while giving us the opportunity to connect with our donors 
and stakeholders. Your generous contributions open doors to rewarding employment and foster a more 
inclusive, stronger community. Thanks for your support!

•  Adept Fasteners

•  Aerospace Futures Alliance

•  Anonymous

•  Archbright

•  Aronson Campbell

•  Association of Washington Business, The

•  Backus, Nancy

•  BlackHawk Industrial

•  Boeing Company, The

•  Bralco Metals

•  Center for Advanced Manufacturing  
    Puget Sound

•  Carroll, Douglas and Marilyn

•  City of Auburn, The

•  Commercial Filter

•  Copiers Northwest

•  DACO Corporation

•  Dacy, John and Linda

•  Dunnington, Todd and Julie

•  Encore Metals

•  First Choice Health

•  Fleet Feet

•  Flight Metals

•  Fredericks, Mark and Kim

•  Full Circle

•  Hill Investment Co.

•  Hopkins, Laura and Andrea Anderson

•  Impact Washington

•  Ingersoll Rand

•  Jameson, Ray and Barbara Hadley

•  Jennison, Brian and Rachel

•  Locke Precision LLC

•  Manini’s

•  Merritt, Todd

•  MSC Industrial

•  MultiCare Connected Care

•  Mutual of Enumclaw Insurance

•  NAI Puget Sound Properties

•  Pacific Metallurgical Inc.

•  Pacific Northwest Aerospace Alliance

•  Park, Mac and Laurell Jamison

•  Port Plastics

•  Pride, Bob and Sally Harter

•  Pyrotek Aerospace Ltd.

•  Rasmussen, Blair and Sarah

•  RBC Wealth Management

•  Robson, Dave and Jenn Ramirez

•  Rudd Company, Inc.

•  Sailey, Charles

•  Seatac Electric

•  Seattle Seahawks

•  Selway Machine Tool Company

•  Service Steel

•  Specialty Metals

•  Stack Metallurgical

•  Stusser, Herb and Isabel

•  Tube Service Company

•  Uline

•  Umpqua Bank

•  University of Washington

•  USI Consulting Group

•  Valley Buick GMC of Auburn

•  VWC, P.S.

•  Wild Waves

•  Willkens, Matthew and Diane

CREATING JOBS THAT CHANGE LIVES

715 30th Street NE
Auburn, WA 98002

206.782.6000

www.skillsinc.com




